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Introducing JUNGLE MAGIC. What has two eyes, a mouth and wrinkly green skin? Mark’s shrunken head! It’s a present from his
Aunt Benna. A gift from the jungle island of Baladora. And Mark can’t wait to show the kids at school! But late one night the head
starts to glow. Because it’s actually no ordinary head. It gives Mark a strange power. A magical power. A dangerous power... Now
with all-new bonus material including a quicksand survival guide and other terrifying tips.
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and they're coming after you! Catch them all, undead or
alive! Ray Gordon really likes the circus. His uncle, Theo, is a performer in Koko's Klown Academy and he invites Ray to come join
him for the summer. At first, Ray's parents are reluctant-they know their son has a habit of getting himself into strange situations.
But Ray manages to convince them that he'll be on his best behavior. The circus itself is very cool. The clowns stay in their
makeup all day and only go by their clown names. Ray becomes a clown-in-training named Mr. Belly-Bounce. But the longer he's
there, the scarier things become. There are whisperings about a place called Clown Street and nobody, including Murder the
Clown, wants to go there. Will Ray be able to survive the dark secrets of the circus?
Catch the most wanted Goosebumps characters--undead or alive... The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out
on the loose and they're coming after you! There is no place to hide. Nothing is safe! Jay Gardner is a mischievous kid who can't
stay out of trouble. Unfortunately, Jay gets in so much trouble, his family is forced to move. But there's something odd about Jay's
new town. Why does everyone have lawn gnomes in front of their homes? And why is everyone afraid to go outside at night? Jay
is about to learn that mischief can lead to terror.
The monstrously successful GOOSEBUMPS series continues with SEVEN more HORRORLAND books! It's time to take a little
Horror home with you! Jessica and her best friend, Ryan, really enjoy magic tricks. They find the perfect HorrorLand souvenir in
Jonathan Chiller's gift shop--a two-headed coin with mysteriously dark powers. After an unlucky flip of the coin, Jessica and Ryan
find themselves in a strange land being chased down by angry guards. HorrorLand was scary but this is much worse. Will they be
able to escape with their heads still attached?
In an old-fashioned "trapped-in-a-haunted-house" story, twins Riley and Scarlett receive an interesting assignment from their
teacher, Mrs. Stermon. Everyone in class needs to do a documentary video about an adventure, something exciting that they
experienced. Mrs. Stermon gives them a suggestion, along with their friends Carter, Lee, Danitia, and Mia. She shows them a
brochure about a scary old house on the edge of town, called Shudder Mansion. "If you six kids and your parents can stay there
overnight, you'll all get A's," says the teacher. "I'll even give you extra credit." Just how scary is Shudder Mansion? It's terrifying.
It's a whole new ride from master of horror and bestselling author R.L. Stine--with a story so fiendish that it can't be contained to
just one book! Boone and Heather are psyched for summer camp. The legends of man-eating snakes and disappearing campers
are hisss-terical! Sure, it's strange that the camp lotion makes their skin peel, but there's a good explanation, right? Right?! Things
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get even wrose when Boone joins the other eleven Very Special--And Very Terrified!--Guests at HorrorLand. There's something
Very Wrong about a bumper-car ride called the R.I.P.P.E.R...
Enter at your own Risk: The first ever Goosebumps. Now with creepy bonus features! 11-year-old Josh and 12-year-old Amanda
just moved into the oldest and weirdest house on the block--the two siblings think it might even be haunted! But of course, their
parents don't believe them. You'll get used to it, they say. Go out and make some new friends. But the creepy kids are not like
anyone Josh and Amanda have ever met before. And when they take a shortcut through the cemetery one night, Josh and
Amanda learn why.
A brand new Goosebumps series narrated by everyone's favorite wooden dummy, Slappy. Featuring the first five books of
SlappyWorld: Slappy Birthday to You, Attack of the Jack!, I Am Slappy's Evil Twin, Please Do Not Feed The Weirdo, and Escape
From Shudder Mansion. This is Slappy's world--you only scream in it!
Mark is intrigued with the shrunken head his aunt sends him from the jungle island of Baladora, and his fascination only increases
when he wakes one night to see the head glowing with a strange power.
Take a little Horror home with you! Marco is a diehard fan of The Ooze, a comic book villain with the power to sludge his enemies.
So when he finds a super-rare edition at the Chiller House gift shop, Marco is sure he has found something special for his
collection. Outside of HorrorLand there are a few other people interested in the comic book. The kinds of people you don't want to
mess around with. Like a muscular monster of a man dressed as The Ooze. But if he's only wearing a costume, why does he
leave an oily mess everywhere he goes? And why is he following Marco?
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and they're coming after you! Catch them all, undead or
alive! The Most Wanted list continues with Dr. Maniac, the strangest doctor of them all. When a group of comic book characters
appear in the real world, twelve-year-old Richard Dreezer, must track down Dr. Maniac to save the day. Straight from the comic
book of your worst nightmares, this evil genius will make sure you leave sicker than when you arrived.
Sammy Baker is a quiet kid who wishes he wasn't so shy and timid. He is frightened but eager to prove he can be brave. On
Halloween night, he follows his friends to the Marple House, an abandoned mansion on the other side of town. Just past midnight,
he feels a cold tingle at the back of his neck. The cold seeps down, a heavy chill he has never felt before. Soon, his whole head
feels like a block of ice. He's about to scream-but the cold feeling vanishes. Sammy doesn't realize that he has just met The
Haunter, and that his nightmares are only just beginning.
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and they're coming after you! Catch them all undead or
alive! Kat is reluctant to visit her Uncle Vic Frankenstein because of all the rumors about him. People in the small town where he
lives say he's a mad scientist like his great-grandfather, Victor Frankenstein, who created a monster that came alive and terrorized
the town. But Kat is relieved to find that even though he lives in a dark, old castle-like mansion, Uncle Vic is a quiet, gentle man, a
scientist interested in building robots with artificial intelligence. Also, Kat loves Poochie, Vic's small, adorable, fluffy white dog,
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funny and playful. But after an accident occurs in her uncle's lab, strange things begin to happen. Has Kat created a monster? Or
is something else responsible for the horror that is unleashed?
Just in time for the Goosebumps movie, in theaters October 16, 2015! Ben and Jenny Renfro are terrified of puppets and they
don't know why. It's just been a fear that the twins have shared for as long as they can remember. Yes, they are creeped out by all
kinds of puppets, but especially marionettes. Something about all of those wires is extra scary. The twins are determined to defeat
their class rivals by winning their school's talent contest. And that means doing whatever it takes. Even if they have to surround
themselves by the thing they hate most--puppets! But there is more to these guys than just string and glue. Something evil is
hanging around. Will Ben and Jenny be able to take control?
Four best-selling Classic Goosebumps with bonus materials in eBook format! A collection of four best-selling Classic Goosebumps
books including Night of the Living Dummy, Deep Trouble, Monster Blood, and The Haunted Mask. Compiled together for the first
time in an eBook format!
When Tommy is sent to a special camp to make him into a "winner," he discovers that his fellow campers are competitive to the
point of obsession, and that a particular teacher, Mrs. Maargh, takes winning very seriously.
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and after you. Just in time for Halloween, a super
special edition!Kenny Manzetti was the new kid in town. His family moved back in to an old house to help take care of his
grandfather. Everyone in his new neighborhood is obsessed with zombies--even Grandpa Mo. But then a new family moves in
next door and there choice in furniture is...interesting. Kenny is convinced that there is something strange about the new neighbors
but his parents won't listen to him. So Kenny and his friends go in for a closer look. A bad idea on any day but definitely the wrong
choice around Halloween. Will Kenny survive long enough to go trick or treating?With an extended page count this special edition
is a scream!
With twenty different endings to choose from, this story puts the Transdimensional Transvator in readers hands, enabling them to
travel to other dimensions, each one more frightening than the last. Original.
Cassidy Hyde is NOT having a good year. Her boyfriend cheated on her, killed her best friend's date during homecoming, and was
then murdered in turn by a serial killer, and that's without counting the thing that no one knows about. (But Cassidy doesn't like to
think about that.) The point is, anyone would be a little depressed and no one can blame her for looking for a little bit of help.
That's where Sunshine comes in. This new experimental drug makes Cassidy feel like everything is good and she's the golden girl
once again. A little memory loss feels like a small price to pay to get her life back. And the fact that boys are once again going
missing (boys who Cassidy does NOT want to remember) has NOTHING to do with anything! Right? Thus begins Chandler
Baker's contemporary twist on Robert Louis Stevenson's Jekyll and Hyde, set in the town of Hollow Pines, Texas, where high
school is truly horrifying.
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and after you. Just in time for Halloween, a super
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special edition! Sammy Baker is a quiet kid who wishes he wasn't so shy and timid. He is frightened but eager to prove he can be
brave. On Halloween night, he follows his friends to the Marple House, an abandoned mansion on the other side of town. Just past
midnight, he feels a cold tingle at the back of his neck. The cold seeps down, a heavy chill he has never felt before. Soon, his
whole head feels like a block of ice. He's about to scream-but the cold feeling vanishes. Sammy doesn't realize that he has just
met The Haunter, and that his nightmares are only just beginning.
Robby and his sister Karla beg their parents to take them to a big carnival that has opened on the other side of town. When they
arrive, the two kids are delighted by the rides, the sideshow, the interesting displays, and the great food booths. They wander
away from their parents and find themselves at a less-trafficked area at the back of the carnival. Inside a large penned-in area,
they see a dejected-looking boy about their age sitting on the grass. A sign on the tall metal fence reads: PLEASE DO NOT FEED
THE WEIRDO. The kids are reluctant to disobey the sign, but the boy seems really nice. Karla hands him her cone through the
fence. He thanks her very politely. He eats the ice cream, delicately at first, then ravenously, noisily-and as Robby and Karla stare
in horror, he transforms into a raging, hairy beast.
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and they're coming after you! Catch them undead or
alive! Hello dummy! The evil puppet you hate to love is back for a brand new scare. Jackson Stander is every parent's dream. He
doesn't get into trouble, he always does his homework, and he never, ever lies. His teachers all trust him completely. He even
volunteers at the local Youth Center. But that was all before Jackson came across an evil ventriloquist dummy. Now he must deal
with Slappy and the son of Slappy as they wreak havoc on his family and friends. Jackson will soon see that two Slappy's are not
better than one!
Sharp turns ahead! All aboard the next-to-last thrill ride in this epic series from fright-master R.L. Stine! And be prepared for the
most shocking twists yet. . . . Lizzie and Luke have uncovered secret information about the freaky amusement park. Lizzie wants
to help the others, but since the twins don't trust her, they're all in a deadlock. Did someone say DEAD? A trip through the hall of
Mirrors lets the kids escape HorrorLand and enter Panic Park. Safe at last! Or are they? Why are there no exits? What's in the
Tunnel of Hate? Have they been tricked again?
The original series from the Master of Fright--now a major motion picture in theaters August 7, 2015!

When Matt's parents send him to a strange boarding school, where the students move at a dead-slow pace, he begins to
suspect he has been enrolled in a school for zombies.
For use in schools and libraries only. Kate Orton loves animals, especially unusual ones. So when she sees a pop-up ad
on her computer for an amazing lizard from Australia, she has to have it. The ad says the lizard is actually a kind of
chameleon--it can change its color to blend in with its surroundings. But what makes this lizard really strange is that it's a
copycat--the ad says it can even change its shape. Kate's parents don't believe all the claims in the ad, but they tell her to
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go ahead and order it. They tell her not to be disappointed if it's just a plain old lizard. After anxiously checking the mail
every day for two weeks, the package finally arrives. But when she finally opens it--there's no lizard inside. There's only
an egg with a written warning. Is Katie ready for what's about to hatch?
Take a little Horror home with you! Sam Waters desperately wants a pet. Too bad his parents don’t think he’s
responsible enough and will barely let him keep the weird Insta-Gro animal from the HorrorLand gift shop. To prove he’s
responsible, Sam takes an after-school job in a pet store that sells nothing but hamsters. To his horror, Sam soon finds
that cute little hamsters can become very UNCUTE monsters. Suddenly, Sam isn’t fighting for a pet—he’s fighting to
survive! Could the HorrorLand souvenir have anything to do with this?
Mel Brooks' own words telling all about the players, the filming, and studio antics during the production of this great
comedy classic. The book is alive and teeming with hundreds of photos, original interviews, and hilarious commentary.
Young Frankenstein was made with deep respect for the craft and history of cinema-and for the power of a good
schwanzstucker joke. This picture-driven book, written by one of the greatest comedy geniuses of all time, takes readers
inside the classic film's marvelous creation story via never-before-seen black and white and color photography from the
set and contemporary interviews with the cast and crew, most notably, legendary writer-director Mel Brooks. With access
to more than 225 behind-the-scenes photos and production stills, and with captions written by Brooks, this book will also
rely on interviews with gifted director of photography Gerald Hirschfeld, Academy Award-winning actress Cloris
Leachman and veteran producer Michael Gruskoff. Mel Brooks is an American film director, screenwriter, comedian,
actor, producer, composer and songwriter. Brooks is best known as a creator of broad film farces and comic parodies
including The Producers, The Twelve Chairs, Blazing Saddles, Young Frankenstein, Silent Movie, High Anxiety, History
of the World, Part I, Spaceballs and Robin Hood: Men in Tights. More recently, he had a smash hit on Broadway with the
musical adaptation of his first film, The Producers. An EGOT winner, he received a Kennedy Center Honor in 2009, the
41st AFI Life Achievement Award in June 2013, and a British Film Institute Fellowship in March 2015. Three of Brooks'
classics have appeared on AFI's 100 Years . . . 100 Laughs list. Blazing Saddles at number 6, The Producers at number
11, and Young Frankenstein at number 13. Judd Apatow is one of the most important comic minds of his generation. He
wrote and directed the films The 40-Year-Old Virgin (co-written with Steve Carell), Knocked Up, Funny People, and This
Is 40, and his producing credits include Superbad, Bridesmaids, and Anchorman. Apatow is the executive producer of
HBO's Girls.
Revised and updated, the autobiography of the Master of Fright, RL Stine! The autobiography of RL Stine, creator of the
Goosebumps series, now a motion picture in theaters October 16, 2015! Has he had a horrifying life? -Was RL Stine a
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SCARY kid? -Did he have a WEIRD family? -Did his friends at school think he was STRANGE? - Why does he like to
TERRIFY his readers? -Where does he get the frightening ideas for his stories? All of your questions about best-selling
your favorite author are answering in this STINE-TINGLING life story! For the first time ever, RL Stine reveals what he
was like when he was YOUR age--and what his scary life is like TODAY! Plus: Private snapshots and photos from his
family album!
Frankenstein's Dog (Goosebumps Most Wanted #4)Scholastic Inc.
Kat is reluctant to visit her Uncle Vic Frankenstein because of all the rumors about him. People in the small town where
he lives say he's a mad scientist like his great-grandfather, Victor Frankenstein, who created a monster that came alive
and terrorized the town. But Kat is relieved to find that even though he lives in a dark, old castle-like mansion, Uncle Vic
is a quiet, gentle man, a scientist interested in building robots with artificial intelligence. Also, Kat loves Poochie, Vic's
small, adorable, fluffy white dog, funny and playful. But after an accident occurs in her uncle's lab, strange things begin to
happen.
Frankenstein isn't your typical monster. For starters, he only has one head, just two eyes, and no tail. And worst of all,
he's sort of nice! Frankenstein quickly realizes his friendly behavior is out of place at the Valentine's Day Bash. There's
one monster, though, who likes that Frankenstein is different. Can Frankenstein figure out the identity of his secret
valentine? And can the other monsters finally accept Frankenstein for the monster that he is?
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and after you. For the first time ever, it's a Goosebumps
Christmas!Kate Welles doesn't want to be special. She just wants to play the lead in her school's Christmas play. Her annoying
"friend" Courtney is constantly getting in the way of that. Can you even call someone a "friend" if all they do is make fun of you and
ruin everything all of the time? But Kate has to get along with Courtney or else neither of them will be allowed to take part in The
12 Screams of Christmas. Kate and Courtney's teacher decides they need to find a special place to rehearse. A certain house with
a special history. The kind of place that Kate would normally be pretty frightened to go into. The kind of place that gives new
meaning to the term: Christmas Spirit.
Carly Beth thinks she's found the best Halloween mask ever. With yellow-green skin and long animal fangs, the mask terrifies the
entire neighbourhood. Before long, it has a surprising effect on Carly Beth, too. She tries to take it off . . . but it won't budge!
Halloween is almost over, but fright night is just beginning.
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and they're coming after you! Catch them undead or
alive! Night for Noah Bienstock is a scary time. He keeps having the scariest dream that he's being hunted by a monster and can't
escape. Daytime isn't much better for Noah, a shy, lonely 6th grader. But then Noah meets Monroe Sternom, the new kid in town.
Monroe is assigned the seat next to Noah in school and they instantly hit it off. But there are some strange things about Monroe.
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Can he trust Monroe with the details of his dream? Noah must do what ever it takes to make sure his nightmares don't come true!
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and they're coming after you! Catch them all, undead or
alive! It doesn't take long for Tommy to find out he's in big trouble. His whole family is obsessed with winning and he's being sent
off to a special camp to help make him into a "winner." When Tommy gets there, he sees that something isn't right. All of the kids
are so competitive. It's almost like their lives depend on it. Can Tommy survive The Final Exam?
The infamous, Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and after you. Kelli and Shawn Anderson are not
excited about having to move to another state - especially because their new home is directly next to a giant swamp. But their dad
is a scientist and he's going down there to study the local flora and fauna. Unfortunately for Kelli and Shawn, there seem to be
some very strange creatures that live around their house. They keep hearing about the legend of the Shaggedy, an ancient beast
that lives far below the surface of the swamp and can cause a whole lot of damage. Can Kelli and Shawn convince their dad to
move back home before it is too late?
Sixteen original essays by leading scholars on Mary Shelley's novel provide an introduction to Frankenstein and its various critical
contexts.
The infamous Most Wanted Goosebumps characters are out on the loose and after you. Just in time for Halloween, a super
special edition! It's Halloween and that means time for trick-or-treating. And scary parties. But this year things are taking a turn for
the terrifying. Scott and Amanda throw a bash at an old haunted house. There won't be any treats, only traps. Traps for a few
bullies that are always bugging them at school. What could possibly go wrong? How about a haunted house with a mind of its
own? A house that would rather play its own tricks and set its own traps...
It's a whole new ride from master of horror and bestselling author R.L. Stine--with a story so fiendish that it can't be contained to
just one book! Billy and Sheena always expect adventure when they join their uncle, Dr. Deep, aboard his hi-tech boat. What they
don’t expect is a treasure hunt leading to a 200-year-old sea captain... who refuses to stay dead! Just when they think the tide is
turning, Billy and Sheena accidentally drive into a dangerous mystery. A chilling surprise awaits them in Horrorland, the theme
park where their worst nightmare is about to come to life.
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